Abstract-Iris recognition system captures an image of an individual's eye. In addition, the process of segmentation, normalization and feature extraction is followed by the iris of an eye image in the system. Using the algorithms proposed by J. Daugman, Iris recognition system has significantly improved over the last decade, and it has been used in so many practical applications. However, some difficulties related to Iris position and movement are still to be improved. To overcome these difficulties one can enhance the image acquisition process.
INTRODUCTION
Biometrics manages computerized strategies for perceiving an individual focused around physiological qualities, including face, fmgerprints, hand geometry, iris, retinal, and vein. It is also worth mentioning that iris biometrics exploration is an energizing, wide, and quickly growing field. Simultaneously, the power of iris biometrics is illustrated owing to successful practical applications. Furthermore, to attain larger scale and more complex applications, several fundamental research issues have been investigated. All in all, to extract discriminating information needed [1] , the image of the eye should follow some processing , so that the iris can be adopted as a means of identification. Concerning the main steps to be implemented to extract helpful, practical information and match between differing images, researchers share general consensus. Acquired iris images have some needless information on sclera, eyelid, pupil, eyelashes and etc. What concerns is the iris region itself. Hence, it is essential to situate and extract the iris from the image, convert it into an appropriate format, encode it and then match it. The main processing steps are displayed in Figure 1 below.
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Fig. 1. The General Iris Recognition Process
It is possible to group the present iris technology into a few different categories. To obtain a clear image [2] , the iris scanner must be separated from the subject based on the fixation or mobility of the scanning unit and based on whether the subject which is scanned must be relativity still or even by the distance. Iris technology is generally divided into two generation:
A.
First generation of iris technology
To obtain the eye capturing, the fust generation of iris technology imposes restrictions on the user, including a close distance between the camera and the person, as well as the degree of illumination with the need to open the eye in front of the camera lens. As follows, the system for the fust generation is shown: a) Fixed or Mounted Scanner The most widely recognized classification of iris scanners are modified or mounted iris scanners. Such scanners push or force the subject to make their iris close to the scanner itself, almost 6-12 inches between the scanner and the iris whose picture is no doubt caught (Figure 2 .a).
b) Handheld Scanners
It is suggested that handheld iris scanners can be utilized for applications which necessitate the iris scanner to be versatile. In other contexts such as the outer environment or situations showing less control over the conditions, these gadgets have a tendency to be more adequate. At a separation of give or take 4-6 inches (OKI 2006) (Figure  2 .b), this specific gadget catches iris pictures.
c) Cell Phones
An effective advancement in Iris Recognition middleware programming for utilization on cells (OKI 2006) was reported by OKI in November 2006. Moreover, the expense of iris picture catch gadgets can possibly be reduced due to this achievement, making iris scanners omnipresent (Figure  2 .c).
B. Second generation of iris recognition
With these regimes that have ability to identify the people through the iris without the need to make people stop for a moment of time in order to capture the image of the eye, a new era has begun after the clear achievement and remarkable recognition system on the people through the iris , including:
a) Iris on the Move
The Iris on the Move (10M) is considered to be the first generation of Iris recognition. 10M enhances catch of iris pictures of sufficient quality for iris detection when the person is moving at a typical strolling pace through a negligibly restricting entryway[2] The (10M) System is displayed in (Figure 2 .d). The first generation of iris technology has accomplished a great success, including consuming more time with restrictions on the users of this generation according to the foregoing. In the field of the iris second-generation technology, this problem has been solved by the researchers. Note that the second generation needs to adopt so many techniques such as its command more than a high quality with lenses insensitive to the infrared as well as the control on the lighting with restrictions on the Viewfmder. Hence, the researcher has been compelled to endorse a method for eye shape detection which can assist in applying sufficient Iris Recognition System. The remaining part of the current paper is organized as follows: Related works and literature on facial alignment are reviewed in section II. The method and proposed framework are identified in section III. Section IV the result and discussion. Then, the contributions and shortcomings of this work are stated in section V; and lastly, the acknowledgment are represented in section VI.
II. F ACLAL ALIGNMENT
The study of geometric shapes with detection faces and facial features helps to get accustomed to a statistical model of the eye shape. Fitting a shape or format to a given picture depends on numerous years in machine vision [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Face arrangement aims at matching a 2D face with a facial picture. Face alignment has many applications such as face recognition [8] [9] [10] , face tracking, expression analysis, 3D face modeling, and cartoon animation [11, 12] . Owing to new applications, including face hunt and annotation [13] [14] [15] , new necessities for the face alignment have been recently highlighted with the violently expanding of face photographs on the web and the desktops. The main representative face alignment models are Active Shape Model (ASM) [16, 17] and Active Appearance Model (AAM) [18, 19] . In ASM [16, 17] The problem of eye shape analysis has been investigated in this study from two aspects. Firstly, in Bayesian framework, eye shape analysis problem has been formulated. Moreover, the prior model of tangent eye shape vectors, the likelihood model and the posterior of model parameters are mainly examined. Then, in estimating the tangent eye shape and other model parameters, an EM based searching algorithm has been adopted. The advantages of BTESM shape registration are highlighted due to the derived updating rules.
III.

METHOD
There is a need for a system which can detect an eye image from the face video stream, according to the introduction in this paper. It is also worth mentioning that according to figure 3 where the framework of the research is illustrated, eye image must be so adequate and effective to be utilized in iris recognition system. 
A. Statistical model
A method called 'Bayesian Tangent Eye Shape Model' in the eye detection and extraction can be adopted to estimate the eye position of the video frame, and then fmd the center of the eye followed by extraction of the eye region.
The problem of eye shape analysis as well as its application in locating eye feature points on frontal faces has been also investigated in this paper. Besides, a Bayesian inference solution which relies on the tangent eye shape approximation called Bayesian Tangent Eye Shape Model (BTESM) has been also implemented. Depending on a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, similarity transform coefficients and the eye shape parameters in BTESM have been identified. Tangent eye shape vector has been considered as the hidden state of the model, and to apply the MAP procedure, an expectation maximization (EM) based searching algorithm has been accordingly suggested. The algorithm is explained as follows: first, using the projection of the observed eye shape onto tangent eye space, a weighted average of two eye shape vectors, and the reconstruction of eye shape parameters, the tangent eye shape is updated. Eye Shape parameters are then regularized by multiplying a ratio of the noise variations. In following the different formulations used are showed.
1) Bayesian Formulation to Eye Shape Registration
We divide the probabilistic formulation of eye shape registration problem into two models: one denotes the prior shape distribution in tangent eye shape space and the other is a maximum likelihood model in image eye shape space. The posterior distribution of model parameters are also derived depending on these two models. Based on the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, we can get the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation of the parameters.
2) Tangent Eye Space Approximation
We can also represent a planar eye shape by a 2E dimensional vector Si, assuming its description is found in E landmark points in the eye image. Measurement of the difference between two planar eye shapes is conducted through their Procrustes distance [38] . In addition, given a set of training eye shape vectors {E , } �=1 ' Generalized Procrustes Analysis (GPA) [39] is considered as the most common means of aligning them into a common co-ordinate frame. It is essential for the procedure equalize in order to minimize a quadratic loss function which is defined by
transform of E , .
The tangent eye space C is defined as the eye space normal {e ,e * ,,u, ,u*} 1 ; and hence, the covariance matrix of tangent eye shape,
Will have at least four zero eigenvalues with corresponding eigenvectors. In other words, the tangent shape variances in this complement space must be zero.
3) Prior Tangent Shape Model
We implement a probabilistic extension of traditional PCA to model tangent shape variation, which is similar to PPCA suggested by Tipping and Bishop [4] . The model can be represented as
T : (2E -4) x 2E is the tangent projection matrix whose row vectors matches to the eigenvectors of Var(X ). 
After some simple algebra the model (2) can be represented as:
To calculate the posterior of model parameters, we associate PCA with a probabilistic explanation, by adding an isotropic Gaussian noise term. Each item of b reflects a specific variation along the corresponding principle component (PC) axis. Moreover, we only select a subset of all modes and 2E-4-dimensional shape parameters to reconstruct the eye shape with eye shape variations that we are concerned about, instead of adopting them all. The fewer the modes are used, the more compact the model will be, and the smoother the reconstructed eye shape tends to be. On the other hand, the further the modes are involved in identifying eye shape, the more effective the model is.
In Figure 4 , we visualize Eye shape variation along with the fust three PCs. The interpretation of PCs is not straight forward. A possible interpretation is that variations are identified in vertical direction due to the fust PC, the second PC may explain the variation on the mouth, and the third PC may account for out-of-plane rotation. During PCA projection, the tangent eye space noise & can also be represented as a compensation of missed eye shape variation. Besides, more variation is retained in PCA model when the number of modes is larger and the noise variance 0-2 is smaller. 
4) Posterior
Now, we can calculate the posterior of model parameters (b, s, c, () ) given the observed eye shape vector moreover, we derive the equation (5) 
5) Adaptive Likelihood Model
A likelihood P (Ilx,e) which is usually a probability distribution of the gray levels conditional of the underlying eye shape is also needed to incorporate eye image evidence into the Bayesian framework. However, because 1 and X are not in a same physical coordinate system and the parametric form of p(Ilx,e) is usually complex and nonlinear, directly parameterizing p(Ilx,e) may not be effective. In BTESM, we redefine the likelihood as p(Ilx,e). By updating each landmarks of y Old with its local texture, we obtain y , which is known as "observed eye shape vector", besides we assume y Old is the eye shape estimated in the last iteration.
The distance between observed eye shape y and the true eye shape can also be modelled as an adaptive Gaussian as (4) .
Adaptive means that based on the distance between y and y old in each iteration step, we can determine the variance of the model.
(4)
Where y: observed eye shape vector; s: scale parameter; = I' + <l>rb + <l>(6'+ <l>T ; )+ AAT ;
Where A = (e,e *, 1', 1'*) . Since the 6' and ; it can be computed as following,
The likelihood of model parameters can be obtaining by combining the equation (5) and the equation (6) . The posterior of model parameters is computed by applying the Bayes rule as the equation (5) . IV.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
To control the algorithm's functionality and to identify whether it is adequate for real applications, assessing process is highly considered. In addition, the researcher used MUCT database for training in this experiment, which includes 276 subjects.
Each subject was photographed with five webcams respectively (a, b, c, d, e), as a camera was directly in front of the subject's face and the camera setup is shown in figure 6 . However, there was no camera located on the left of the subject in this MUCT database, and to attain the image on the left, the researcher used the flip to the right image in this work, thus the database for total training was 5000 images. Furthermore, the researcher used the database of face video stream taken from MBGC Database Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge to assess the system. Then, each video from MBGC ensures frames with 2048 width and 2048 height, and thus a better quality for eye image capture. Besides, using BTESM Bayesian tangent shape model, the result illustrates the eye strap as shown in figure 7 .
Thus, the result of eye crop are adequate to be utilized with Iris recognition system. Figure 6 . camera setup In MUCT Database Figure 7 . Sample of eye, crop using BTESM.
V. CONCLUSION
The problem of eye detection for Iris recognition system has been examined in this study which also emphasizes the relationship between eye detection and iris recognition system. Though, the existing systems need to use so many technologies and multi cameras, a great deal of research in Iris recognition system has been investigated in the literature. As it depends on a sufficient quality of the eye image using a single camera, the suggested system has been proved to be effective. Though, the scope of the suggested system can detect and identify the eye shape, it cannot identify the Iris. Hence, applying the suggested system on Iris is the next step of this research.
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